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Counting unlabelled subtrees of a treeis #P-omplete�Leslie Ann Goldbergy Mark JerrumzNovember 26, 1999AbstratThe problem of ounting unlabelled subtrees of a tree (i.e., subtrees thatare distint up to isomorphism) is #P-omplete, and hene equivalent inomputational diÆulty to evaluating the permanent of a 0,1-matrix.
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1 IntrodutionValiant's omplexity lass #P [10℄ stands in relation to ounting problems asNP does to deision problems. A funtion f : �� ! N is in #P if there is anondeterministi polynomial-time Turing mahine M suh that the number ofaepting omputations of M on input x is f(x), for all x 2 ��. A ountingproblem, i.e., a funtion f : �� ! N , is said to be #P-hard if every funtion in#P is polynomial-time Turing reduible to f ; it is omplete for #P if, in addition,f 2 #P. A #P-omplete problem is equivalent in omputational diÆulty to suhproblems as ounting the number of satisfying assignments to a Boolean formula,or evaluating the permanent of a 0,1-matrix, whih are widely believed to beintratable. For bakground information on #P and its ompleteness lass, referto one of the standard texts, e.g., [3, 8℄.The main result of the paper|advertised in the abstrat, and stated moreformally below|is interesting on two ounts. First, it provides a rare example ofa natural question about trees whih is unlikely to be polynomial-time solvable.(Two other examples are determining a vertex ordering of minimum bandwidth [1,4℄, or determining the \harmonious hromati number" [2℄.) Seond, it is, as far aswe are aware, the �rst intratability result onerning the ounting of unlabelledstrutures.Some de�nitions. By rooted tree (T; r) we simply mean a tree T with adistinguished vertex r, the root. An embedding of a tree T 0 in a tree T is a injetivemap � from the vertex set of T 0 to the vertex set of T suh that (�(u); �(v)) is anedge of T whenever (u; v) is a edge of T 0. Sometimes T 0 and T will be rooted, inwhih ase we may insist that � maps the root r0 of T 0 to the root r = �(r0) of T .We now de�ne a sequene of problems leading to one of interest; we do not laimthat both the intermediate problems are partiularly natural.Name. #BipartiteMathings.Instane. A bipartite graph G.Output. The number of mathings of all sizes in G.Name. #CommonRootedSubtrees.Instane. Two rooted trees, (T1; r1) and (T2; r2).Output. The number of distint (up to isomorphism) rooted trees (T; r) suhthat (T; r) embeds in (T1; r1) and (T2; r2) with r mapped to r1 and r2,respetively.Name. #RootedSubtrees.Instane. A rooted tree, (T; r).Output. The number of distint (up to isomorphism) rooted trees (T 0; r0) suhthat (T 0; r0) embeds in (T; r) with r0 mapped to r.1



Name. #Subtrees.Instane. A tree T .Output. The number of distint (up to isomorphism) subtrees of T .We will use eah of the problem names in an obvious way to denote a funtionfrom instanes to outputs: thus #RootedSubtrees(T; r) denotes the numberof distint rooted subtrees of the rooted tree (T; r). Our main result is thefollowing.Theorem 1 #Subtrees is #P-omplete.Proof. #BipartiteMathings is the sixth problem on Valiant's original listof #P-omplete problems [10℄. So #P-hardness of #Subtrees follows fromLemmas 2{4 and from the transitivity of polynomial-time Turing reduibility.We will now show that #Subtrees is in #P. Suppose that T is a tree withvertex set Vn = fv0; : : : ; vn�1g. We will order the verties in Vn so that vi < vji� i < j. For every (labelled) subtree T 0 of T , let V (T 0) denote the vertex setof T 0. We will say that subtree T 00 is larger than subtree T 0 if and only if thereis a vertex vi 2 Vn suh that vi 2 V (T 00), vi 62 V (T 0) andV (T 0) \ fvi+1; : : : ; vng = V (T 00) \ fvi+1; : : : ; vng:Let T 00 be a subtree of T . Either T 00 is the smallest subtree of T in its isomorphismlass or there is a vertex v` 2 V (T 00) suh that the sub-forest F` of T indued byvertex set fvi 2 Vn j vi < v`g [ fvi 2 V (T 00) j vi > v`gontains a tree isomorphi to T 00. Thus, one an determine whether T 00 is thesmallest subtree of T in its isomorphism lass by solving subgraph isomorphismwith inputs F` and T 00 for all v` 2 V (T 00). Sine F` is a forest and T 00 is a tree, thisan be done in polynomial time [3℄ using the method of Edmonds and Matula.It is now simple to desribe the #P omputation: With input T , eah branhpiks a subtree T 00 of T and rejets unless T 00 is the smallest subtree of T in itsisomorphism lass.2 The redutionsDenote by �T the relation \is polynomial-time Turing reduible to."Lemma 2#BipartiteMathings �T #CommonRootedSubtrees:2
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Figure 1: The skeleton of trees T1 and T2, illustrating the presene of edge (ui; vj)in G.Proof. LetG be an instane of#BipartiteMathingswith vertex sets fu0; : : : ;un�1g and fv0; : : : ; vn�1g. From G, we onstrut two rooted trees, (T1; r1) and(T2; r2), eah based on a �xed skeleton. The skeleton of T1 has vertex setfxi;j : 0 � i � n� 1 and 0 � j � n2 + i+ 1g [ fr1g;and edge setf(xi;j; xi;j+1) : 0 � i � n� 1 and 0 � j � n2 + ig [ f(r1; xi;0) : 0 � i � n� 1g:Informally, the skeleton of T1 onsists of n paths of di�erent lengths emanatingfrom the root r1, as illustrated in Figure 1. These n paths orrespond to then verties fuig of G. 3



The skeleton of T2 is similar to the skeleton of T1, exept the paths now haveequal length. It has vertex setfyi;j : 0 � i � n� 1 and 0 � j � n2 + ng [ fr2g;and edge setf(yij; yi;j+1) : 0 � i � n� 1 and 0 � j � n2 +n� 1g[ f(r2; yi;0) : 0 � i � n� 1g:The n paths emanating from r2 orrespond to the to the n verties fvig of G.The trees T1 and T2 themselves are built by adding to the respetive skeletonsertain edges enoding the graph G. Spei�ally, for eah edge (ui; vj) of G, weadd an edge from a new vertex to vertex xi;in+j of T1 and add an edge from anew vertex to vertex yj;in+j of T2.Let T � denote the set of all �nite (unlabelled) rooted trees (T; r) that haveleaves at all distanes in the range [n2 + 2; n2 + n + 1℄ from the root r. For anyrooted tree (T; r), let T (T; r) denote the set of all (unlabelled) rooted subtrees of(T; r). Thus, the quantity #RootedSubtrees(T; r) is just the size of T (T; r).We �rst observe that there is a bijetion between the set of mathings (of allsizes) in G and the set T (T1; r1) \ T (T2; r2) \ T �, and then onlude the proofby showing how to ompute the size of T (T1; r1)\ T (T2; r2)\ T � using an oralefor #CommonRootedSubtrees.Consider some tree (T; r) 2 T (T1; r1) \ T (T2; r2) \ T �. From the de�nitionof T � we see that T must ontain the entire skeleton of T1. In addition, Tmay ontain up to n additional pendant edges. Any pendant edge must beattahed to the skeleton at a vertex at distane in+ j +1 from the root r, where(ui; vj) 2 E(G). Furthermore, if there are pendant edges at distanes in + j + 1and i0n+ j 0+1 from the root then i 6= i0 and j 6= j 0. Thus, every suh rooted tree(T; r) may be interpreted as a mathing inG, and vie versa. This is the sought forbijetion between the set of mathings in G and the set T (T1; r1)\T (T2; r2)\T �.To onlude, we just need to show how ompute the size of the latter set usingan orale for #CommonRootedSubtrees.Let L be the set of all leaves in (T1; r1) whose distanes from the root r1 arein the range [n2+2; n2+ n+1℄. Let U be the set of all verties in (T2; r2) whosedistanes from r2 are in the range [n2+2; n2+n+1℄. For eah j 2 f0; : : : ; ng, letT j1 be the tree formed from (T1; r1) by adorning every vertex in L with a tuft ofn+ j edges and let T j2 be the tree formed from (T2; r2) by adorning every vertexin U with a tuft of n+ j edges. By the phrase \adorning a vertex v with a tuft oft edges" we mean the following: reate t new verties and add an edge from eahof these new verties to v." For k 2 f0; : : : ; ng, let ak be the number of rootedtrees in T (T 01 ; r1) \ T (T 02 ; r2) that have k verties of degree n + 1. Clearly,an = j T (T1; r1) \ T (T2; r2) \ T � j:4



So we want to show how to ompute an using an orale for #CommonRoot-edSubtrees.We laim (and shall justify presently) thatjT (T j1 ; r1) \ T (T j2 ; r2)j = nXk=0 ak(j + 1)k: (1)Thus, we an use an orale for #CommonRootedSubtrees to evaluate theleft-hand side of 1 at j = 0; : : : n; then we an ompute an by Lagrange interpo-lation.1It remains to prove equation (1). We de�ne a projetion funtion� : T (T j1 ; r1) \ T (T j2 ; r2)! T (T 01 ; r1) \ T (T 02 ; r2)as follows. For any rooted tree (T; r) in the domain, (T 0; r) = �(T; r) is themaximum r-rooted subtree of (T; r) that has no vertex of degree greater thann + 1. To see that T 0 is uniquely de�ned, onsider an embedding of (T; r) into(T j1 ; r1). The only verties of degree greater than n+1 are those whih are mappedto tufts. Thus, (T 0; r) is obtained from (T; r) by pruning tufts with more thann pendant edges down to exatly n pendant edges. Note also that the resultingtree (T 0; r) an be embedded in both (T 01 ; r1) and (T 02 ; r2), so � is indeed wellde�ned.How large is ��1(T 0; r)? To every tuft with exatly n pendant edges we mayadd any number of pendant edges, from 0 to j. All the tufts are distinguishable,beause they are all at distint distanes from the root r. Thus all these possibleaugmentations lead to distint trees, and ��1(T 0; r) = (j + 1)k, where k is thenumber of verties in (T 0; r) of degree n + 1. Thus, eah of the ak rooted treesin T (T 01 ; r1) \ T (T 02 ; r2) with k verties of degree n + 1 are mapped by ��1 to(j + 1)k trees in T (T j1 ; r1) \ T (T j2 ; r2). The lemma follows.Lemma 3#CommonRootedSubtrees �T #RootedSubtrees:Proof. Suppose that (T1; r1) and (T2; r2) onstitute an instane of #Common-RootedSubtrees. Let (T; r) be the rooted tree formed by taking T1 and T2 andadding a new root, r, and edges (r; r1) and (r; r2). For notational onveniene,introdue the following quantities:N1 = #RootedSubtrees(T1; r1);N2 = #RootedSubtrees(T2; r2);N = #RootedSubtrees(T; r); and1See Valiant [10℄ for details of this proess, partiularly the laim that interpolation is apolynomial-time operation. 5



C = #CommonRootedSubtrees((T1; r1); (T2; r2)):We start by observing thatN = 1 +N1 +N2 � C +N1N2 � �C2�:To see this, note that (T; r) has� one distint subtree in whih the degree of r is 0, and� N1 +N2 � C distint subtrees in whih the degree of r is 1, and� N1N2 � �C2� distint subtrees in whih the degree of r is 2.Thus, C(C + 1) = 2Z, where Z denotes1 +N1 +N2 +N1N2 �N:To ompute C, �rst alulate Z using an orale for #RootedSubtrees. Then,observe that C2 < 2Z < (C + 1)2;so C is the integer square root of 2Z, whih an be omputed in �(logZ) time.Note that logZ is polynomial in the size of the input, sine, for example,N1 � 2n1,where n1 is the number of verties in T1.Lemma 4 #RootedSubtrees �T #Subtrees:Proof. For any i, an \i-star" is a tree onsisting of one (entre) vertex withdegree i and i (outer) verties, eah of whih has degree 1.Suppose that (T; r) is an instane of #RootedSubtrees. Let � denote themaximum degree of a vertex in T . Let T 0 be the tree formed from T by takinga new (� + 3)-star, and identifying one of the outer verties with r. Let T 00be the tree formed from T by taking a new (� + 2)-star, and identifying oneof the outer verties with r. Let N 0 denote #Subtrees(T 0) and let N 00 denote#Subtrees(T 00). Then #RootedSubtrees(T; r) is equal to N 0 � N 00, so itan be omputed using an orale for #Subtrees.3 Some onsequenesFollowing Valiant [10℄, we say that a funtion f : �� ! N is in FP if it an beomputed by a deterministi polynomial-time Turing mahine. We say that it isin FPg for a problem g if it an be omputed by a deterministi polynomial-timeTuring mahine whih is equipped with an orale for g. Finally, we say that it isin FPA for a omplexity lass A if there is some g 2 A suh that f 2 FPg.Let #ConnetedSubgraphs be the problem of ounting unlabelled on-neted subgraphs of a graph. Formally, let it be de�ned as follows.6



Name. #ConnetedSubgraphsInstane. A graph G.Output. The number of distint (up to isomorphism) onneted subgraphs of G.Corollary 5 #ConnetedSubgraphs is omplete for FP#P.Proof. #ConnetedSubgraphs is FP#P-hard by Theorem 1. We will showthat #ConnetedSubgraphs is in the lass FPspan-P, whih will be de�nedshortly. The result will then follow by Toda's theorem [9℄.We start by de�ning the relevant omplexity lasses. A funtion f : �� ! Nis in the lass span-P [7℄ if there is a polynomial-time nondeterministi Turingmahine M (with an output devie) suh that the number of di�erent aeptingoutputs of M on input x is f(x), for all x 2 ��.A funtion f : �� ! N is in #NP if there is a polynomial-time nondeter-ministi Turing mahine M and an an orale A 2 NP suh that the number ofaepting omputations of MA on input x is f(x), for all x 2 ��.The lasses #P, span-P, and #NP are related [7℄ by#P � span-P � #NP:Thus, FP#P � FPspan-P � FP#NP:As Welsh notes [11, eq. (1.8.6)℄, the identityFP#P = FP#NP: (2)follows from Toda's theorem [9℄. Thus,FP#P = FPspan-P:(To verify (2) independently, start with Toda's Theorem 4.10, onerning theomplexity lasses PH and PP. Then the required inlusion FP#NP � FP#Pfollows via a little manipulation involving the elementary relationships NP � PHand FPPP = FP#P.)We now omplete the proof by showing that #ConnetedSubgraphs isin FPspan-P. Let N(G; k) denote k! times the number of distint (up to isomor-phism) onneted size-k subgraphs of G. Sine#ConnetedSubgraphs(G) = nXk=1 1k!N(G; k);where n is the number of verties of G, it suÆes to show that omputing N(G; k)is in span-P. Eah branh of the omputation tree for N(G; k) hooses7



� a size-k onneted subgraph H of G,� a bijetion � from the verties of H to the set fv1; : : : ; vkg, and� a permutation � of v1; : : : ; vk.Let H 0 be the graph formed from H by relabelling eah vertex v of H with thelabel �(v). If � is an automorphism of H 0 then (H 0; �) is output. Otherwise, thebranh rejets. The result now follows from Burnside's Lemma, whih impliesthat for any given isomorphism lass of k-vertex graphs, the number of graphsin the isomorphism lass times the number of automorphisms of any member ofthe lass is equal to k!. (For example, see [5℄.)Let #GraphSubtrees be the problem of ounting unlabelled subtrees of agraph. Formally, let it be de�ned as follows.Name. #GraphSubtreesInstane. A graph G.Output. The number of distint (up to isomorphism) subtrees of G.Corollary 6 #GraphSubtrees is omplete for FP#P.Proof. This is the same as the proof of Corollary 5, exept that the span-Pomputation rejets any subgraph H whih is not a tree. A more diret proofould be obtained by using a polynomial-time anonial labelling algorithm fortrees suh as the one by Hoproft and Tarjan [6℄.Referenes[1℄ G. Blahe, M. Karpinski and J. Wirtgen, On approximation intratability ofthe bandwidth problem, Eletroni Colloquium on Computational Complexity,Report TR98-014, 1998.[2℄ K. J. Edwards and C. J. H. MDiarmid, The omplexity of harmonious olour-ing for trees, Disrete Applied Mathematis 57 (1995), 133{144.[3℄ M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson, Computers and Intratability: A Guide tothe Theory of NP-Completeness, Freeman, San Franiso, CA, 1979.[4℄ M. R. Garey, R. L. Graham, D. S. Johnson and D. E. Knuth, Complexity re-sults for bandwidth minimization, SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematis 34(1978), 477{495.[5℄ F. Harary and E. M. Palmer, Graphial Enumeration, Aademi Press, 1973.8
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